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CRICKENAUT LAUNCHED

A young scientist, 14 year old Bill Waldron (NAR #1014) of 2343 Raleigh St., Denver, Colorado will go down in history as the pioneer of studying the effect of acceleration and rocket flights on the crickenaurs.

Recently, Bill, a member of the Mile High Section, brought two crickets out to Hog Back Rocket Range, one by the name of Leika and the other called No-Leika. These two untamed wild black beasts had been carefully prepared and trained for their place in history by being removed from their natural habitat and carefully concealed in a ventilated coffee can for four hours.

Upon arriving at the range, Bill and his medical and launching crew methodically went to work in a manner which would make the boys down at the Cape look like amateurs.

Their specially constructed rocket was brought out and carefully positioned on the launching pad. The countdown was started at X minus 15 minutes. At approximately X minus 12 minutes, formal connections to the rocket firing panel had been completed and it was announced that the space vehicle was ready for launching. All that remained was the final check-out of the two crickenaurs.

The medical crew went to work. While no heartbeat or respiration was detected, the crickets were assumed to be alive and healthy because they were moving about and chirping. The final decision of the medical men was that the two crickets were in perfect health and ready to enter the capsule in the nose of the rocket.

At approximately X minus 3 minutes the crickets were carefully brought out to the launching pad and shoved into their scientifically designed compartments.

No-Leika was positioned in the upper compartment, which was not padded. Leika was placed in a more comfortable padded compartment complete with windows for his viewing of the earth below.

Complete details of the rocket ship used in this experiment, its weight, size, payload compartment, etc., are still classified. However, we were able to learn that a 168 engine was being used. Considering the probable weight of the rocket, this would subject the two crickenaurs to around 50 to 100 G's acceleration. Could they survive this tremendous force?

Time is running, X minus 60 seconds came over the communications network.

"Tracking east is ready!" --- "Tracking west is ready." Final safety clearance is given for the launching. Time is X minus 5 seconds, 4---3---2---1---zero. A loud cheer is heard from the members of the crew and spectators as the rocket zooms skyward under the tremendous acceleration. As the rocket reached the apex of its flight, the parachute was automatically deployed. (Due in part to lack of training and in part to the doubtful aptitude and ability of the crickenaurs, it was decided to leave no important phase of the operation to their manual control.) Then began the long and tedious job of tracking the rocket on its descent to earth. (Approximately 30 seconds.) Did the crickets survive? Would the padding help Leika? Would No-Leika survive without padding? It had been agreed in advance that only the medical team would be permitted to examine and interview the space heroes.

The capsule was down and the medical team rushed to retrieve it. No-Leika was unconscious. Oxygen was needed. Everything had been considered before launching. No detail had been overlooked. Oxygen was supplied in no time by fanning the cricket with a piece of cardboard. But still No-Leika lay on his (maybe her) back unconscious. Maybe he was dead. As before the launch, no heart beat or respiration could be detected by the medical crew. The quick thinking medical men called for cold water to help revive No-Leika. Having no water readily available, a quick decision was reached to douse No-Leika with Pepsi-Cola. It worked!! A cheer arose from the spectators as No-Leika sprang to life. What could have been a complete failure was now proclaimed a success.

Leika was found alive, chirping, and in the best of health. Apparently, she (or he) had suffered no bad effects of any sort. Perhaps it was because of the padding. Maybe the windows helped. Maybe Leika was simply a better crickenaur.

Final summation

In summarizing the results of the above test, we believe it would be safe to say that No-Leika no liked her rocket trip and Leika liked her rocket trip. But if Leika had been No-Leika and if No-Leika had been Leika then Leika would have no liked and No-Leika would have----- oh well,------------------forget it.

The above experiment is true. Only the names of the crickenaurs have been changed to protect the innocent. Also, a few minute details may have been altered or invented to suit the fancy of the author.
The type of activity referred to in this article as amateur rocketry would be more correctly known as "basement bombing". While the basement bomber will loudly proclaim that he is an amateur, his activities are vastly different from those of the true amateur who works under the close professional supervision of an expert adult, with extensive safety precautions and who has a broad technical knowledge of the chemistry and physics involved—and uses it for his own safety as well as for those around him.

MODEL ROCKETRY versus AMATEUR ROCKETRY

SAFETY SURVEY REPORT

There is a vast difference in the relative safety of model rocketry and amateur rocketry. Many adults, officials, young rocketeers and potential rocketeers do not realize this difference. In fact, many do not even realize the distinction between the two forms of rocketry. It is the purpose of this report to point out the differences from the safety standpoint only. For our reference we shall define these two non-professional forms of rocketry as follows:

MODEL ROCKETRY: The art, sport, or hobby of studying, designing, constructing, and flying light weight, non-metallic, recoverable, and re-flyable rockets using commercially produced rocket engines, which do not require the handling, loading, or compounding of the propellant or other explosive materials by the user.

AMATEUR ROCKETRY: The art of studying, building, experimenting with and launching rockets of various descriptions (heavy and light), often using metallic components, where the user or experimenter is usually required to handle, formulate or load his own propellant or other explosive compound.

In February, 1961, Estes Industries, Inc., sent out 1000 questionnaires to a group of model rocket enthusiasts selected at random from their customer list. Included in this questionnaire were two questions designed primarily to establish the relative safety of model rocketry and amateur rocketry. The following results were received and recorded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of questionnaires sent out</th>
<th>1,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of questionnaires returned</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of questionnaires returned</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACCIDENTS IN MODEL ROCKETRY

From the 340 reporting, the following results were obtained.

To the question-----Do you know of or have you heard of any accidents using our products? (Model Rocket Products)

- Did not answer 14  4%
- No (answers) 326 96%
- Yes (answers) 0  0%

ACCIDENTS IN AMATEUR ROCKETRY

From the 340 reporting, the following results were obtained.

To the question-----Do you know of or have you heard of any accidents using home made propellants?

- Did not answer 18  6%
- No (answers) 124 36%
- Yes (answers) 198 58%

Nature of yes answers: 148 of the affirmative answers to this last question were simply yes, carried little detail, or were strictly second hand newspaper reports. 50 of the 198 yes answers to accidents involving amateur rocketry appear to be first-hand accounts and give some informative details of these accidents. These are recorded as follows:

"Yes, happened to some of our club members."

"A fuel charge of N20, plus C, H, O flashed in a boy's house."

"A friend lost a finger and suffered facial deformations."

"A twelve year old boy lost sight of one eye experimenting with home made propellants."

"A near accident occurred when one boy mixed his own fuels—the rocket went wild."

"Yes, a boy almost burned his thumb off."

"Yes, for one, a boy tried it and got killed."

"Yes, but it happened where little knowledge of basic safety rules were used."

"Home made rocket exploded in boy's face, nearly blinding him."

"Yes, a boy had his hand blown off."

"Fellow in area used metal fins and lost an eye and deformed an ear."

"Yes, a friend of mine failed to follow my directions and suffered a slight skull injury."

"Several years ago a boy in my class burned his hand while working with zinc-sulphur."

"Yes, but I was a fool of twelve and I don't recommend it at all. I almost blew my eye out."

"There was an explosion in an area school last week, a chemistry class was attempting to make a liquid-fuel rocket."

"Yes, numerous, that's why we are sticking with N.A.R."

"I was making some home made rocket fuel, put it in a bottle, lit it and it exploded and I got burned badly."

"Yes, a boy tried match heads as fuel and lost his hand."

"Some boys used matches for fuel and it blew up, injuring them."

"A boy (my friend) made one out of black powder (home made) and he lost part of his finger when it exploded."

(Continued on Page 4)
"I got wounds clear to the bone when a motor blew up while I was making it. I just finished recovering."
"Only from homemade rocket engines using explosives for fuel and metal containers for rockets."
"My cousin's homemade rocket blew up the corn crib."
"Yes, student lost a finger."
"One of my friends had a rocket blow up on the launching pad."
"Yes, our neighbor got burned on gunpowder and sulphur."
"Yes, a boy from Texas had three fingers blown off and another had an eye put out."
"Yes, there have been many including one fellow using red phosphorus and potassium."
"I hear about them frequently. That is why I switched to commercially made motors."
"Yes—myself. Lacerations of left hand in premature detonation of rocket."
"A boy lost two fingers in our area about two years ago."
"Once a boy got the side of his face blown off when his homemade rocket blew up."
"A boy in our school was blinded from an explosion."
"Through his own carelessness, a boy I know mutilated his right thumb as the result of an explosion."
"Yes, a boy lost his fingers and one eye about a month or two ago in Chicago."
"A boy was severely injured using match heads as a propellant."
"Yes, myself. I burned my hand badly last May 14 on homemade propellant."
"A boy was injured tampering an igniter into a rocket."
"Yes, by using compressed air to force the fuel down to the engine."
"At Oweco High School some kids were using gunpowder for rocket fuel, it went off, 10 were injured."
"Yes, the exploding of a rocket using gunpowder as a propellant."
"A friend of mine knew a boy who lost a hand fooling around with CO₂ match head rockets."
"A friend of mine was using zinc and sulphur—slightly burned."
"Yes, but feel it was due to ignorance and carelessness."
"A rocket blew up near here and hurt a building."
"I know a boy who stuffed an empty rifle shell with match heads; it exploded and he nearly lost a hand."
"Yes, a boy recently blew his hand off when his rocket exploded."
"Yes, I have had many when I built them, but now I only use commercial motors."

"Yes indeed. Many kids around have made propellants, which have blown up, and hurt themselves."
"Yes, one friend of mine cut his hand seriously when he tried it."

**SUMMARY**

**SUMMARY:** This survey is the largest of its kind ever conducted, and the compilation of the reports, many of a first-hand nature, indicates that beyond a shadow of a doubt there is an enormous difference between the safety of model rocketry and that of amateur rocketry. The reported facts tend to substantiate the fact that careful model rocketeers who follow the rules of the National Association of Rocketry actually face less danger than in many other sports and hobbies such as baseball, swimming, skiing, boating, model airplanes, and go-karting. The survey reports also indicate that the amateur rocketeer faces hazards which, because of lack of knowledge, training, or experience, do not make themselves apparent to him until it is too late. Amateur rocketeers, according to the survey, normally do not honestly realize the terrible dangers involved in their work, and they will often attempt to do things which make a professional rocket engineer scream and run for cover. The survey results also confirm other studies which have shown that the danger in non-professional rocketry lies in the home preparation of rocket propellants and the manufacture of rocket engines.

What can be done to prevent these accidents? Each of you can help by:

1. Stop building your own propellants before it is too late.
2. Encourage your friends to confine their rocket activities to the safe N.A.R. form of model rocketry.
3. Follow the N.A.R. safety code as included with this report.
4. Encourage and support legislation which will keep the field of model rocketry open and unrestricted.
5. If need be (if accidents continue) encourage and support legislation which will impose severe restrictions on the building and firing of amateur rockets.
6. Every time someone refers to your rocket activities as "amateur rocketry", set him straight. Take the time to explain to him the difference between model rocketry and amateur rocketry. Let him know that there is a safe form of rocketry and this is the type of rocket activity in which you are engaged.

The scientific minded youth of America need a rocketry program------to this we will all agree. But, remember, our country needs live scientists and engineers who have both hands, ten fingers and two eyes. Only a safe and sane program of rocketry can help in producing these space men of tomorrow.

It is interesting to note that model rocketry is approved as a hobby for United States Air Force personnel, whereas amateur rocketry is not approved by the USAF and is considered unsafe.
The following are letters and excerpts from letters received from you rocketeers. Keep sending them in and we will try to print the ones which seem to have the most general interest.

We have received many letters and newspaper clippings telling of the launching of various live payloads including lady bugs, crickets, black beetles, ants, grasshoppers, mice, etc.

We are sorry that we do not have space to print all of them. The following letter is a typical example, telling of the launching of a "toadenaught".

(From Volume 1, Number 3)

Dear Sirs:

James Dascola and I read your article published in the July edition of Model Rocket News, "Crickenauts Launched". We found it amusing and inspiring. That day we decided to try something along that line, so we ordered the parts for the "Bug a Bye" rocket.

We thought that launching an insect, as Bill Waldon did, would not suit our purpose. We wanted something that breathed and had a heart. We thought over various possibilities and decided on a toad. Next, we went to Mud Lake and captured about ten of them.

When our rocket arrived, we assembled the parts. The next day we selected one of our toadenaunts and placed him (her) in an aircirculated jar (with holes in the lid) and took off for the launching site. When all was ready, we placed the toadenaught in the padded capsule, slid the rocket down the launch rail and launched the rocket.

Everything went perfect. When the parachute opened we raced in the direction it was falling. When we got there we pulled off the nose cone and put him (her) in the jar. He looked a little dazed but in a few seconds he was all right. After a few days we gave it its freedom.

We could not have done it if it was not for the help of Estes Industries.

Sincerely,
Bob Neitzke

(From Volume 2, Number 1)

Dear Mr. Estes:

About a week ago, I was about to send you an order and I left my catalog out on my desk. Well, my little brother got hold of it, tore it up, and flushed it.

I won't be able to send out any future orders without it, so would you please send me another.

Thank you,
R.J.,
West Lynn, Mass.

Dear R.J.:

Here's a new one. Better tie a string on it!
Sincerely,
Vernon Estes

(From Volume 2, Number 1)

Dear Gentlemen:

Today I launched the new Astron Space Plane. It was like any other except it carried a live mouse as a payload.

I ignited the rocket and zoomed into the wild blue yonder it flew. At the apex of its flight, the engine blew out and it started its long lazy flight to earth.

Graceful as a bird it swooped down and landed. We all ran toward it to see if the mouse was alive. It was! What a success.

Sincerely,
Bren Schulten
Darien, Connecticut

P.S. A true story.

Dear Bren:

Congratulations! To the best of our knowledge, you are the first to have successfully launched a live payload under rocket power and had it return by the glide re-entry method. You beat the Dyna-Soar Project to the punch.

Sincerely,
Vernon Estes

(From Volume 2, Number 1)

Dear Mr. Estes:

We have accomplished much since the formation of our club. We started off with a few of your excellent Astron Scout kits. Soon we were making high altitude single-stage rockets of our own design. From these we progressed to two-stage rockets of which we have launched over twenty. With test firings almost daily, we soon became almost experts in multi-stage design. We then built and launched a few three-stage rockets successfully. One of our very active members launched (continued on page 6).
A four stage rocket. It went over a mile high, while another member, seeking a new challenge, successfully fired a rocket from under water this very day.

Very sincerely yours,
David Toal
NAR 1414
Woodberry Forest School,
Virginia

Dear David:

Thank you for your most interesting letter. We here at Estes Industries are always pleased to hear of a group that has made such excellent progress. Could you send us some information about the underwater launch.

David Toal sent us full plans on his "The Orange and Black" underwater rocket. Here it is, if you, too, want to try an underwater launching.

The Orange and Black
(An underwater rocket)

by David Toal, NAR 1414

Parts List
- Nose cone, 261-BNC-1
- Body tube, 261-BT-3
- Launching lug, 261-LL-1A
- 3 fins, 261-BF-1

The parts for this rocket are about the same as for the Astron Scout. Care must be taken to glue the nose cone very securely in place. Two or three coats of fireproof and waterproof glue must be used, for the rocket must be completely waterproof to last for any number of launches. The rocket employs the featherweight recovery system.

Preparing Underwater Ignition

First Step: Make a good strong connection or solder the bell wire to the ends of a two inch piece of nichrome wire, 261-NW-1A. Attach the opposite ends to an Electro Launch.

Second Step: Wrap a 1/2" piece of Jetex around the center of the nichrome wire and insert into the engine nozzle.

Third Step: Drip melted paraffin on the nichrome assembly. Do not use real hot wax. Keep dripping wax until it is level with the end of the engine. No nichrome should stick out of the wax (only the bell wire).

Fourth Step: Now insert engine and ignition assembly into the rocket body. Apply a thin uniform layer of wax between the end of the engine and the end of the rocket body. This holds the engine in place (the engine should slide freely in body tube before waxing) and wa-

terproofs the inside of the rocket.

Fifth Step: Place rocket on a launching rod and tape bell wires from rocket to the rod about four inches from the end of the rod. This will hold the rocket. Connect bell wire to Electro Launch. Insert launching rod and rocket into water with the tip of rod projecting out of the water. Fire at will. The firing may take a little longer because of the cooling effect of the water on the nichrome wire.

(Editor's comment: Time has not allowed us to flight test David's design. It would seem that a more satisfactory underwater rocket could be built along the lines of the PEE WEE which appeared in the October, 1961, issue of the Model Rocket News. The PEE WEE is designed for a featherweight recovery with a blunt nose cone, while the Orange and Black would have a pointed cone, which is not recommended for the 'feather weight' system.)

(From Volume 2, Number 1)

The following is a reprint of an article which appeared in the January issue of the "Aerospace" publication. This will give you a better understanding of what the situation may be like in a few years if our present scientific program is not increased.

Foundation Reports USSR Leads U.S. in Scientific and Technical Graduates

The National Science Foundation says Russia is producing two to three times as many scientific and technical professional graduates annually as the United States, and the Soviet pace is expected to accelerate throughout this decade.

In an analysis of Soviet Education, the Science Foundation found that their educational system reflects "the total Soviet commitment to developing science and technology as economic and political weapons of the state."

The Russian emphasis upon science and technology is seen by the fact that 57 per cent of all 1959 Soviet graduates at the bachelor's level were in engineering, sciences, and selected applied science fields. In comparison, only 24 per cent of the United States graduates received degrees in those fields.

While the instructions in fundamentals of science and engineering was found to be extensive in Russia, curricula were directed toward narrowly defined specialties for the purpose of equipping the individual student to perform specific technical and scientific jobs, the report said.

"What's so fascinatin' about space?"
**MODEL ROCKET GLOSSARY**

**Acceleration:** The rate of increase in the speed of an object. Acceleration is generally measured in terms of "G's," one "G" being the rate at which a dropped object accelerates under the force of gravity, or 32 feet per second per second.

**Accelerometer:** A device for the measurement of acceleration.

**Average Thrust:** The total impulse of a rocket engine divided by its time duration; this is the thrust that an engine would have if its thrust were constant from ignition to burnout.

**Blow Through:** An engine failure in which the nozzle is retracted and the propellant blown out the forward end of the casing. Lower stage engines have a certain amount of blow through designed into them to provide hot gases for the ignition of the following stage.

**Booster:** A separate, detachable portion of a rocket containing its own engine, used to impart an initial velocity to the rocket before the ignition of the upper or main portion of the rocket. The booster separates from the rocket when the following portion is ignited. For further information, see technical report TR-2.

**Boost Glider:** A rocket design type which ascends vertically during the powered phase of its flight and becomes a gliding object after the activation of the ejection charge.

**Burnout:** The point at which a rocket engine ceases to produce thrust; generally the point at which all propellant has been burned.

**Burnout Velocity:** The speed of a rocket at the time of burnout.

**Burnt Weight:** The weight of a model rocket engine alone after all propellant has been expended. The weight of a model rocket engine after propellant, delay, and ejection charges have been expended.

**Center of Gravity:** The point in a rocket around which its weight is evenly balanced. The point at which a model rocket will balance on a knife edge.

**Center of Pressure:** The center of all external air pressure on the complete rocket including the body and fins. See TR-1.

**Chamber Pressure:** The pressure exerted on the walls of the combustion chamber of a rocket engine by the burning propellant gases. Usually measured in pounds per square inch.

**Cluster:** A group of rocket engines set up to work as a unit. The total thrust of a clustered unit is equal to the thrust of all the individual engines added together.

**Deceleration:** The rate of decrease in the speed of an object. Deceleration is generally measured in "G's."

**Delay Charge:** A slow-burning chemical composition loaded into a model rocket during manufacture to provide a time delay between burnout and the activation of the recovery system.

**Direct Ignition:** A system of igniting the rocket engine propellant grain which is completely electrical, using no fuse, squib, or wick.

**Drag:** Aerodynamic forces acting to slow an object in flight. Because of their low weight to area ratio and high velocities, model rockets are especially susceptible to these forces.

**Ducted Propulsion:** A system of producing thrust in which air is drawn into a tube and accelerated by the exhaust gases of the engine to increase the thrust normally given by the engine. Any propulsive system which passes the surrounding atmosphere through a channel or duct while accelerating the mass of air by a mechanical or thermal means.

**Duration:** The length of time during which a model rocket engine produces thrust. The length of time during which a model rocket is airborne.

**Elevator:** The control surface on a single wing boost glider. This surface is designed to change, upon activation, the attitude of the craft from a stable rocket to a gliding object.

**Ejection Charge:** A gas generating charge loaded into a model rocket engine by the manufacturer to produce a rapid generating of gas pressure for the purpose of activating the recovery system.

**Engine Block:** A hollow bulkhead placed in a model rocket body to prevent the engine from moving forward during acceleration while allowing a free forward travel of the ejection charge.

**Exhaust Velocity:** The speed of the exhaust gases of a rocket engine. May be determined by multiplying the specific impulse of the engine times the acceleration of gravity (32 ft/sec/sec).

**Fin:** An aerodynamic surface projecting from the rocket body for the purpose of giving the rocket directional stability.

**Igniter:** An electrical device which initiates the combustion process in a rocket engine.

**Ignition:** The instant at which a model rocket engine begins to produce thrust.

**Jet Pump:** A method of model rocket propulsion in which air is ducted in towards the exhaust of the engine and heated to add to the engine's thrust. (Also see Ducted Propulsion.)

**Krasnik Effect:** The loss of effective thrust from a model rocket engine occurring when the engine is recessed forward in the body tube more than one diameter of the body.

**Loaded Weight:** The weight of a model rocket engine with propellant, delay charge, and other chemical and integral physical components in place, but without igniter.

**Mach Number:** The ratio of the speed of an object to that of sound in the medium being considered. At sea level in air at the normal atmospheric pressure a body moving at a Mach number of one (M-1) would have a velocity of approximately 1100 feet per second, the speed of sound in the air under those conditions.

**Momentum:** The impetus of a moving object; equal to its velocity times its mass.

**Multi-Stage Rocket:** A rocket having two or more engines, each used during a different portion of the flight. (Also see Booster.)

**Nozzle:** The exhaust duct of a rocket engine in which the gases are accelerated to higher velocities.

**Nozzle Blow:** A model rocket engine failure in which the nozzle is forcibly expelled from the rear of the engine.

**Payload:** The load to be lifted by the rocket; not a functioning part of the rocket.

**Payload Capsule:** A compartment in the rocket designed to hold and protect a payload.

**Peak Thrust:** (Also Max Thrust) The greatest amount of thrust developed by a rocket engine during its firing.

**Pound Seconds:** The measure of the total impulse given by a rocket engine during its firing.
Among the subjects which will be considered for publication are technical reports, news stories, explanations of various facets of space science, and reports on various model rocket construction projects. The rocketeer is encouraged to submit any article which he feels will be of general interest to other modelers.

Manuscripts should be typed double spaced on 8½" x 11" paper, and cannot be returned unless accompanied by sufficient postage. All articles must be accompanied by a statement signed by the contributor, and if he is a minor, by his parent or guardian, certifying that the article is his own original work. Articles published become the property of the Model Rocket News. The Model Rocket News reserves the right to edit or alter any articles published, and will not be responsible for lost manuscripts and photos.

(From Volume 2, Number 2)

**Guppies Into Inner Space**

**or**

**There’s Something Fishy There**

by Terry Schmidt

It looked like a good day. The clouds had cleared and the sky was inviting. Two guppies about 3¼" long had been obtained two days before, and they appeared strong and ready for the trip. It was Saturday, February 2, and the early morning hours were spent in last minute preparations and calculations. All rocketeers arrived at launch site, and after a few delays, we were ready to launch.

The rocket was taken out to the triple launching device and assembled on pad three. The treated water, boiled to remove the impurities and poured back and forth between two containers to absorb oxygen, was poured into the capsule. The two guppies were taken from their transport van and the nose cone was fitted on. The capsule was sealed and the ignitor put in place. A picture was snapped and the countdown started.

Time was running T minus 60 seconds. The observer was in position and the recovery crew was waiting with portable vans full of water. At T minus 15 seconds the toggle switch to the battery was thrown and the circuit was ready. Then at T minus one second the firing button was pressed, and a second later the rocket was up there at a high altitude.

The sections of the rocket separated at peak altitude and started falling. The capsule was equipped with a parachute and the booster section with a streamer, but neither one separated at this time. The parachute finally was spotted, gently floating to the earth, while the capsule tumbled down in free-fall at an increasing speed. Would the plastic chamber break at impact, spilling the fish out on the ground? Would the impact shock kill the small passengers? Or did the acceleration already kill them?

The capsule hit the earth. We ran over and picked it up. The capsule was not broken but it was almost completely filled with bubbles. The larger of the two fish was lying in an inverted position, apparently dead. The capsule contents were emptied into a van full of water. One of the fish, the smaller one, appeared to be all right, because he started swimming around, but the other turned over on her back and sank to the bottom.

We took her out of the water and fanned her, then dipped her back into the water. Her side flippers moved. We took her out and repeated the fanning and dipping, and after five minutes she was swimming again, but in an inverted position. This process continued every fifteen minutes and after a few hours she swam and acted normally again.

Any day now she will give birth to a whole school of little guppies. This should set a new kind of record. These will be the youngest guppies in the world with astronautic experience.

(From Volume 2, Number 3)

**Writer’s Program Announced**

In order to encourage the development of the literary skills needed by America’s future scientists in the communication of their ideas, the Model Rocket News announces that effective immediately, contributors will be paid for articles published by means of certificates redeemable for model rocket supplies from Estes Industries. The value of these certificates will be determined at a rate of 2¢ per word as published.
Single Station Tracking

Every Rocketeer asks the question: "How high did it go?" However, previously few model rocketeers had the facilities to determine altitudes with any reasonable degree of accuracy. Some have attempted to find the altitude achieved by their rockets by the use of a stop watch, but this method is so highly inaccurate that the computed altitude may fall anywhere within 200% of the actual altitude. Several years of experience among model rocketeers have proven that optical systems are the only practical means for finding altitudes with any reasonable degree of accuracy.

The use of an optical tracking system requires the use of mathematics. The particular field of mathematics which is used most in altitude computation is trigonometry. While this field is normally considered an advanced high school subject, any rocketeer can master its basics and apply them to his rocketry activities. If the rocketeer masters a few simple processes, he is ready to solve almost any problem in altitude computation.

One of the first principles of trigonometry is that all of the angles and sides of any triangle can be found if any three of its parts, including one side are known. Now every triangle has six parts: three angles and three sides. So if we know two angles and one side, we can find the other angle and the other two sides.

In determining the height of a rocket we collect two types of data: Distances and angles. This data is used to create a triangle which is a model of the lines which would join the tracker and the rocket, the rocket and a point directly below it on the ground, and the point on the ground and the tracker.

![Fig. 1](image1)

In the diagram above, point A represents the tracking station, B the rocket at its maximum altitude, and C a point on the ground directly below the rocket. The angle formed by the lines at C is then a right angle or 90°. Since there are 180° in the angles of a triangle, if we know angle A, we can find angle B, since B = 180° - (A + C), or B = 90° - A. (In trigonometry, a capital letter represents an angle, a small letter represents a side. The small letter "a" will always be used to represent the side opposite angle A, "b" the side opposite B, etc. Two capital letters together represent a distance. Thus BC represents the distance from angle B to angle C, or side "a".

At the firing range, A is found by the tracker when he locks his scope at the rocket's peak altitude. If we now know the distance from A to C, or side b of the triangle, we can find side c and side a. Side a is the one in which we are interested: It is the height of the rocket. This of course assumes that angle C is a right angle.

Now if we only use one tracker, we have the problem of knowing only one angle and one side. This is not enough information to solve the other sides of the triangle. However, we can guess at one of the unknown angles, and obtain a good approximation of the height achieved by the rocket.

If only one elevation tracker is used, it is a good idea to station it at a right angle to the wind flow. For example, if the wind is blowing to the west, the tracker should be either north or south of the launcher. In this way we will keep the angle at C as close to a right angle as possible. By experimenting with a protractor and a straight edge, the rocketeer can demonstrate why the error would be less if the tracker is on a line at a right angle to the flow of the wind.

![Fig. 2](image2)

In the diagram above, the wind is blowing from B to D. The rocket is launched at point C, weathercocks into the wind, follows approximately line CA, and at its maximum altitude is at point A. If the tracker is downwind from the launcher, he will see the rocket at point F, and compute the altitude as the distance from C to F. So his computed altitudes will be considerably lower than the true altitudes. On the other hand, if the rocket drifts toward him, his computed altitude will be considerably higher than the true altitude.

However, if the tracker is at point X in figure 3 and the launcher at Y, then the rocket will appear to be at point A as in figure 1, although the distance from the tracker to point A will be slightly greater than the baseline used in computing the altitude, the error will not be nearly as great. Also, the small additional distance will serve to make altitude readings more conservative, as the baseline will be increased.
side divided by the adjacent side. In this case the adjacent side is the distance from the tracker to the launcher, and the opposite side is the distance from the launcher to the rocket's maximum altitude.

Kind souls of many years ago were nice enough to determine the tangents for all angles of right triangles, so we have a table which lists them. Since the tangent of the angle equals the opposite side divided by the adjacent side, or in the case of our first example, 470 divided by 250, by multiplying the quotient times the divisor we find the dividend. In our case, the quotient or tangent is 1.88, the divisor 250, and the dividend 470.

**Summary**

1. In single station elevation tracking, we make sure that the line from the tracking station to the launcher is 90° from the direction of wind flow.
2. The angle of flight is assumed to be vertical.
3. The tracking scope is locked at the rocket's maximum altitude, the angle read, and the tangent of the angle found.
4. The tangent is multiplied times the distance from the tracker to the launcher, giving the rocket's altitude.

**Two Station Tracking**

A higher degree of accuracy is possible when two elevation tracking stations are employed. In such a case, we will have triangles with 2 angles and one side given, enabling us to determine the other parts of the triangle without guesswork.

When using two trackers without azimuth readings the tracking stations are set up on opposite sides of the launcher. Preferably, to obtain the greatest accuracy, the stations should be in line with the wind, unlike the system used in single station tracking. Thus, if the wind is blowing to the south, one station will be north and the other south of the launch area.

The distance between the two trackers is not critical. One might be 100 feet from the launcher and the other 500 feet away. However, for the greatest ease in data reduction, the distances should be equal. For the greatest accuracy, they should be as far apart as possible. A general rule is that the distance from the stations to the launcher should be equal to or greater than the maximum altitude the rocket is expected to achieve.

Some provision should be made to insure that the trackers lock their instruments at the same time. This is one of the greatest problems with any system using more than one station: The one tracker may lock his scope when the rocket appears to him to have ceased rising while the other tracker is still following the rocket. If a phone system is used, one of the trackers or a third party should call "mark," and the trackers should lock their scopes immediately. In the system described here this is especially important, as the elevation readings from the two trackers must be taken at the same point or the altitude computed will be somewhat incorrect.

In this more accurate system we will work with sines instead of tangents. To determine altitude, then, we will first have to find the unknown sides of the triangle, as we have no right angles to work with.

For example, stations A and B are located on a 1000' baseline with the launcher between them. Station A calls in an elevation of 34°, and station B calls in an elevation of 22°. The total of these two angles is 56°, so angle C, located at the peak of the rocket's flight, is equal to 180° - 56°, or 124 degrees. We now have 3 angles and one side to work with. Our first step will be to list the angles and their sines. Since the sine
of any angle greater than 90° is equal to the sine of the supplement of the angle, the sine of 124° is equal to the sine of 180° - 124°, or 56°.

Angle A = 34°, Sine A = .5592
Angle B = 22°, Sine B = .3746
Angle C = 124°, Sine C = .8290

The law of sines states that \( \frac{c}{\sin C} = \frac{b}{\sin B} = \frac{a}{\sin A} \)

\( c = 1000', \sin C = .8290 \) Therefore, \( \frac{1000}{.8290} = .3746 = \frac{a}{5592} \)  

Pulling out the slide rule, we determine that \( \frac{1000}{.8290} = 1205. \) So we have a dividend, divisor, and quotient. In solving for side b, our dividend is b, our divisor .3746, and our quotient 1205. To find the dividend we multiply the divisor times the quotient. Now .3746 times 1205 = b, and pulling out the slide rule again, we find that b = 451. The same process is repeated to find side a: 1205 = \( \frac{a}{5592} \), a = 1205 x .5592, a = 674'. So we now have the three sides of the triangle.

The altitude of the rocket is then the distance from C to D in the diagram above. The angle formed by the meeting of lines AB and CD is a right angle. Since the sine of an angle in a right triangle is the relation of the opposite side to the hypotenuse, and since we wish to determine the value of the opposite side, we find that the sine of A (34°) is .5592. Hence .5592 = \( \frac{a}{\sin A} \), since SinA = opposite side, .5592 x 451 = 252, hence CD = 252', and we now know the altitude reached by the rocket was 252'.

Fortunately, our computations to determine the altitude of the rocket can be simplified. To find the altitude we need only determine one of the unknown sides of the original triangle. So if we find the distance BC (side a) on the triangle, we can multiply it times the sine of B to find the height CD.

So \( \frac{c}{\sin C} = \frac{a}{\sin A} \). Since we have found \( \frac{c}{\sin C} \) equal to 1205 when C = 124°, \( \frac{a}{\sin A} = 1205. \) Then 1205 x SinA = side a = 674'. Now we have the one needed side of the triangle, so we can solve for distance CD in the right triangle BCD. The sine on an angle is equal to its opposite side divided by the hypotenuse, so we take the sine of B, which is .3746, times the hypotenuse, or 674' to find the opposite side CD. Thus 3746 x 674 = 252'.

The complete series of computations then would be \( \frac{c}{\sin C} \times \sin A = a \), and a x SinB = CD. However, if we can combine the formulas to make one formula, we can speed up our work considerably. Now \( \frac{c}{\sin C} \times \sin A = A \), so we can substitute the expression \( \frac{c}{\sin C} \times \sin A \) for a in the formula c x SinB = CD. Our formula then becomes \( c \times \sin A \times \sin B = CD \). One of the basic rules of algebra tells us that if the dividend is multiplied by a number and the result divided by the divisor, the result is the same as if the division were carried out first and the quotient multiplied by the number. For example, \( 10 \times \frac{4}{5} = 8 \), and \( \frac{10 \times 4}{5} = 8 \).

So we can change the expression \( \frac{c}{\sin C} \times \sin A \times \sin B = CD \) to read \( c \times \sin A \times \sin B = CD \). So by performing two multiplications and one division, we can find the altitude of the rocket. The division of SinC into the expression (c x SinA x SinB) can occur at any point, as \( c \times \frac{\sin A}{\sin C} \times \sin B = CD \), and \( c \times \frac{\sin A \times \sin B}{\sin C} = CD \) also. This last form of the equation will give the same result as the first, and actually involves the same steps, but is generally easier to use.

**Summary**

1. In two station tracking without the use of azimuth readings we station the trackers on a base line approximately equal to twice the altitude the rocket is expected to reach.

2. The trackers are located in line with the wind.

3. The scopes are locked at the rocket's maximum altitude, the angles read, and the sines of the angles found.

4. The altitude is computed by the formula height = \( \frac{c}{\sin C} \times \sin A \times \sin B \), when A and B are the angles read by the trackers, c is the baseline distance, and C is the third angle formed by the meeting of the lines of sight of the two trackers.

**Sines and Tangents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \sin )</th>
<th>( \tan )</th>
<th>( \sin )</th>
<th>( \tan )</th>
<th>( \sin )</th>
<th>( \tan )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For angles of 81° through 89° the sine is .99, the sine of 90° is 1.00. Tangents over 90° are not given, as no sensible data reduction is possible for angles that great.
**The Idea Box**

Payload compartment separation joint.

Heavy paper nose cone.

3/32" balsa disc

Nose cone coupler. Made from 1" long section of toilet tissue tube with 1/4" section cut out. Glue to front section only.

Payload compartment

BT-1 or BT-3

Extra large balsa fins

Parachute

3/32" balsa disc. Glue to inside wall of large tube and forward end of nose block.

Tube from inside roll of toilet tissue

For those who wonder how to get a large mouse into a BT-1, there’s this live payload compartment suggested by Doug Ritz, Lititz, Penna. One toilet paper roll, one nose block, and some balsa is all it takes.

**GOT SOME MORE IDEAS?**

SEND THEM IN TO THE MODEL ROCKET NEWS
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Cut small recess on outside of engine casing as shown.

Attach shock cord in recess using cellophane tape. For extra strength double shock cord back over first layer of tape and then apply second tape.

Engine holder EH-1 prevents engine from sliding forward. Mount as shown.

This quick recovery system was suggested by Bruce Maryanoff of Philadelphia, Pa. and Leon Laszlo of Dearborn, Mich. at the same time. The shock cord is taped to a recess in the engine casing, and the other end of the shock cord tied to a screw eye in the nose cone. The nose cone must be cemented to the body tube if the system is to function properly.

To make his rockets easier to spot, Richard Reynolds of Minneapolis, Minn., puts two tsp. flour behind the parachute. No yeast.

Expended engine casing

Nozzle

This quick method of removing spent engine casings was suggested by none other than the Boss himself. He just hooks the wire in, and pulls the engine out.

Packed cotton (Glued into insert.)

Bugs go here, of course

Styrene insert

PNC-2

Packed cotton

This quick capsule for bugs comes from Mike Dorffler, Hastings, Neb.
The Idea Box

Here are the modifications which were made in the Space Plane that set the world's record at NARAM-4. A BNC-2A is glued in, replacing the BNC-3A, the nose block is left out, and a two inch section of a used engine is taped to the front of the engine to provide additional stability and to space it down in the body. Make sure that the added section of casing is not obstructed so the ejection gases have a free travel.

Spin tabs can be left off if the wing alignment is perfect, and the elevons will require only a very small up setting for proper glide. A good glide will require careful setting of the elevons, and glide testing should be carried out thoroughly. It may be necessary to weight the nose by attaching a small sliver of lead to prevent stalling. In a good glide the Space Plane will be just barely under the stall point.

This body tube marking guide, suggested by Robert Simpson, Laurel, Md., makes short work of cutting body tubes and aligning fins. Drawing around the end produces a mark for cutting body tubes squarely, the marks at the end give fin spacing, and the slit is used to get the fins on straight.

For a more compact rocket, Terry Schmidt of Paradise, Calif. suggests hollowing out the base of the nose cone with a knife, inserting the screw eye, and attaching parachute and shock cord. For added strength, screw the eye in place, remove, inject white glue into the hole, replace the eye, and let dry.

Set marker to draw line for attaching fin

Draw line around tube for cutting
PARTS LIST
1-Payload section kit  #PS-40A
1-Launching lug  #LL-1B
1-Shock cord  #SC-1
1-Parachute material  #PM-1
1-Body tube  #BT-40
(Cut to length.)
1-Engine block  #EB-40
1-Fin set  #PF-40B

SHOCK CORD INSTALLATION
Cut two 3/4" lengths of shock cord, and feed them into the engine block. Then, secure each end of the cord with tape or glue. Make sure the cord is taut and secure.

Assembly Instructions

Every commercial or military rocket is designed for a specific purpose—to carry a payload. The payload may be a camera, hydrogen bomb, mail sack, radio transmitter, animal or man. Regardless of the payload requirements, however, a rocket can be designed to do the job.

The BUG-A-BYE rocket has been designed for its special purpose, the study of the effects of acceleration on small objects, including biological specimens. When the BUG-A-BYE is launched with a Series II engine the acceleration can exceed 100 G's. If the average man were to be subjected to G forces of this nature he would weigh about 17,000 pounds. What effect would this have on other objects? You can do your own experimenting and find out.

The BUG-A-BYE rocket is easy to build. The complete rocket can be built from standard parts listed in our current catalog. For constructing the rocket it has been found that white glue is best.

First spread glue around the inside of one end of the body tube as far in as you can reach with your little finger. Then push the engine block into the end of the tube and push it forward until it is 2-3/4" from the end. (An engine may be used to push the block into place. Push in until the end of the engine is even with the end of the tube, then remove the engine immediately.) Do not pause during this operation or the engine block may become stuck in the wrong position.

Glue the launching lug in place as shown in the drawing. Assemble the payload section according to the directions that accompanied it. Attach the shock cord and recovery system as shown in the drawing. The fin unit should be attached as shown in our catalog. If you are using a Series II engine be sure the fins are secured very tightly. Under acceleration of 100 G's they will have 100 times their normal weight. If they should come off your rocket could be damaged, and someone could be hurt if it hit him. The nose cone should fit tightly. If it is too loose wrap its shoulder with tape to increase the diameter. The maximum payload weight for this rocket is one ounce.
The Dirty Bird III, designed by G. Harry Stine, President of the NAR, is one of his favorites, as it is so very easy to fly and assemble. Here is how it is done...

First cut a Body Tube 9 1/4" in length. Then glue the Engine Block in place at a distance of 2 3/4" from the rear of the Body Tube (see illustration). To do this, place a large dab of glue on the end of your little finger. Reach through the end of the Body Tube and spread the glue around the inside of the tube as far forward as possible. Be very careful not to get any glue near the end of the tube. Insert the Engine Block in the end of the tube and using an engine casing push it forward until it is 2 3/4" from the rear. When inserting the Engine Block, do not stop until it is in its proper position. Some glues set very quickly, and stopping for a moment may cause the block to set in the wrong place. Be sure to immediately remove the engine casing.

Punch a small hole in side of the Body Tube about 1" from the front end. Then tie a knot in one end of the shock cord, and put the other end down through the hole in the Body Tube. Reach in and pull the Shock Cord through until the knot comes up snug against the Body Tube. Place the Styrene Insert into the Nose Cone and tie the middle of the Shock Cord to the eyelet. Use a tape disc to attach the other end of the Shock Cord to a 12" length of streamer material. Carefully align and glue the launching lug to the side of the Body Tube about half way along the tube. After placing an engine in the end of the Body Tube, put on the tail fin unit. To assure a tight friction fit, it may be necessary to wrap the end of the Body Tube with Scotch or masking tape.

The Dirty Bird flies best with "B" type engines (B.8-4 and B 3-5). The A.8-3 is fine if you have a limited flying area or don't want too much performance. Make sure the fins fit very tightly when you use the B 3-5 engine.

Parts List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Nose Cone</td>
<td>PNC-40G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Tube</td>
<td>BT-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock Cord</td>
<td>SC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamer Material</td>
<td>SM-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Fins</td>
<td>PF-40A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine Block</td>
<td>EB-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launching Lug</td>
<td>LL-1B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top View
the Cloud Buster

FIRST PLACE DESIGN, SINGLE STAGE CONTEST by JOHN JANKOWSKI

PARTS LIST

1 Body Tube Part #BT-30
1 Nose Cone Part #BNC-30D
1 Screw Eye Part #SE-1
1 Shock Cord Part #SC-1
1 Parachute Part #PM-1
1 Engine Block Part #EB-30
1 Fin Stock Part #BFS-20
1 Launching Lug Part #LL-1B

Use B.8-6 engines for flights over 1000'. (Be sure engine is secure in body tube.)

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

First cut a body tube 7" long. Then glue the engine block in place 2 3/4" from the rear of the body tube. To do this, place a large dab of glue on the end of your little finger, reach into the end of the body tube as far as possible, and spread the glue around the inside of the tube. Insert the engine block into the end of the tube, and using an engine casing push it forward until it is the right distance from the rear. Do not stop until it is in its proper position.

Glue the fins solidly in place. Attach the launching lug. Attach the screw eye to the nose cone. Hook one end of the shock cord to the body tube near the top, glue in position, and fasten the other end to the screw eye. Put the nose cone in place, sand the balsa parts of the rocket, and apply several coats of paint or dope, sanding between coats.

The rocket plans and technical report in this booklet are the current revised versions; all other articles are reprinted as they originally appeared.